OTHER RESOURCES ON RACE AND INCLUSION

The resources provided here reflect the diversity we experience beyond the confines of our academic environment, and are geared towards engendering greater cohesion and inclusion within a broader sphere of living.

- "9 Tips for Hosting a Racial Equity Gathering"
  - Kellogg Leadership Alliance Racial Equity Initiative
- Race Forward: The Center for Racial Justice Innovation
- The Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project
- The Center for Social Inclusion
- The Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity
- The Seattle Race and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI)
- Facing Race Conference 2014
  - This conference happens every other year.
- White Privilege Conference
  - This conference happens annually.
- World Trust – Social Impact Through Film & Dialogue
- Seattle Urban Debate
- MAVIN Foundation
  - Provides educational resources on mixed heritage experiences.
- Seattle Race Conference
- Seattle SRHM-Diversity and Inclusion
- Families of Color Seattle
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